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"Why! This is a movie! But that's the truth! " Lin Ze heard the news and protested
fiercely.

Conmobei didn't feel offended: "just lost the trial, the movie was shown. What's the
truth? It's not the right time. "

Bai nianxi nodded: "it's reasonable. Moreover, after the trial, I fully understand how
powerful Letian is. Ordinary people always tell one lie, and ten lies go round, leaving
loopholes. However, Letian has done everything. If there is no follow-up ability, I
can't stand up and challenge them openly now."

"Ah I want to show you the first edition to see if there are any places that need to be
adjusted later. " Ji Zhiye expresses his intention and eases the delicate atmosphere.

"I think it's good. It's perfect." Linze said.

"Well, I think the truth is enough." Zhuo Tianying and, the corners of his mouth hang
down obstinately, in order to express dissatisfaction and protest.

Bai nianxi said coldly: "you are artists. When you evaluate your works, you can't bring
too much subjective emotion. What's the truth? This is also your work! You need to be
professional and have a professional pursuit for your works. If you continue to be so
enthusiastic, how can you fight against Lota in the future? "

Hearing the news, the three young people felt guilty a little, and the surface
momentum also counseled three points.

Ji Zhiye was silent in the atmosphere. He looked up at the expressions of the three
young people and found that Their faces Can you see the mood?

Before they can be paralyzed face, even if a smiling face can not put out!

"Wow Because of this discovery, Ji Zhiye gave an exaggerated wow.
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They looked up at Ji Zhiye and didn't know why.

"Their faces! Look! There's an expression! " Ji Zhiye's eyes are shining with surprise.

"Yes..." Bai nianxi was shocked by the sound. Although there were obvious scars on
Lin Ze's face, he Face has changed, but also follow the mood to continue to change.

"Wow, a few more surgeries, you can recover completely!" Bai nianxi was pleasantly
surprised.

Lin Ze, Zhuo Tian and Wen Guang knew this for a long time, but they were so happy
that they raised their hands and scratched the back of their heads.

"Mr. Bai, we just need to recover our facial expression, limbs and body. That's it. We
don't have to do surgery anymore. It's too expensive." There were few words in
Wenguang. At this happy moment, he finally could not bear to feel guilty for a long
time and said what he thought.

There has been no output and Bai nianxi has been making huge expenditures. They are
really embarrassed.

"Harm! Take your time. If you have conditions, you should continue to do it. " Bai
nianxi returns with a smile.

During the few minutes they chatted with each other, conmobei thought about the
problems in his heart for a while.

After taking the notebook in hand and watching the micro film with Bai nianxi,
conmobei was quite satisfied with the elaborate micro film because of its high degree
of authenticity and the real experience of the three parties. It can be expected that the
public praise will be very good and it can also cause wide discussion and resonance.

If this micro film is a declaration of war by three young people on Lota, how will Lota
fight back in the future?

Can Parry will occupy the initiative, let three young people turn red.

If you can't fight, you will be in a situation of irreparable disaster.

This is a question that must be thought deeply.

The dinner party in Lumi island is already ready.

Kangmobei and Bai nianxi are chatting with each other in a low voice. Soon, musili



finally comes.

Accompanied by Qin ruoqing and her senior, Qi Tiancai.

"Hello, I'm the president of Mu's sanatorium, and I'm also Qin ruoqing's senior,
praying for talent."

When we meet for the first time, Qi Tiancai politely introduces himself to Kang Mobei
and Bai nianxi.

Musili, like a deadpan, sat down at the table, even took the lead in lifting chopsticks
and eating. He was already hungry. After lunch, he fell asleep without eating, and then
it was evening.

"Hello, sit down." Bai nianxi greets politely.

Musi left himself and wolfed down half full. Then he put down his chopsticks and
looked at Qi Tiancai with a straight face:

"at noon, I found that my father was in a bad mood. I was so sad that my father didn't
respond at all. What treatment did you use for my father?"

Bai nianxi watched the change of Musi Li in silence, either eating with no one else, or
questioning with no one else.

Qi Tiancai heard that it was a question, so he slowly began to explain:

"electrotherapy is to connect the patient's spine with a weak current, and make a
certain current impact on a memory area of the brain, so as to" delete "some memories,
so as to have a radical cure for the lesions."

"Delete memory?" Mousse is expressionless and captures key words.

Qi Tiancai nodded: "people's memory can be roughly divided into the memory of
events and the memory of emotions accompanying the events. What is deleted is the
memory of emotions. What Mr. Mu is deleted is a certain degree of emotional
feelings.""Oh." It seems very good It's better than that.

But about my sister's memory, mousse is reluctant to lose. If no one in the world
remembers that my sister once lived in this world, then my sister really does not exist?

Similar to these philosophical problems, they flow into musili's brain uncontrollably
every day, which makes him feel headache, but he can't help thinking. He doesn't
know why he wants to think about them.



Qin ruoqing sees Mu Sili's posture, but she doesn't dare to say anything, but if there is
a bad conflict, she is well prepared to deal with it.

"Sili, did you forget that Shen Hedan invested a billion yuan in you?" Conmobei asked,
changing the subject.

Business Musi had no interest at all, and his father, Mu Liancheng, seemed to be the
same. Every day he was reading, silent and in a daze. Although his mind recovered, I
believe his father had no interest in doing business again.

"I'll give it back. Business. I'm not going to do it anymore." Mousse responded without
expression.

Bai nianxi looks at Kang Mobei's face, waiting to see what Kang Mobei will say.

"Why do you think Shen's money is so easy to get? If you don't give him a satisfactory
account, he will be disappointed. " Kangmo north end of the cup, a shallow sip, do not
revive mu, how do you spend the rest of your life? Just like that? Connor thought to
himself.

Musi fell into silence, business, just think about it all feel tired, not to mention
personally to host: "then I think about it again."

"Come to Lumi island. The office buildings in Lumi island can be used as your
business base. Think about it slowly, think about what you want to do, and it's not too
late to start again. In a word, you can't do without it, you know?" Kangmo raised his
glass and touched the glass of musili.

"Well..." It's very kind of you, but let's talk about it. Musi takes up the glass and takes
off the whole one.
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